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Biodiversity and Culture
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Nature conservation efforts in most countries have achieved only limited success,

despite heavy investmcnts. This suggests that some of the more commonly adopted

and exclusively scientific, political, economic. or legislati\,e strate-qies for nature

conservation and environmental protection have not proved adequatel-v effectit'e. In

this corrtext, it was thoLrght that, the usefulness of culture-based approaches in

dealing r,vith issues of environmental management deserves to be explored furlher.

This line of argument lnay hold especially true fbr Sri Lanka - a country where

people's traditional uays of interactirr-9 with and comprchending their natural

environment had a long historical experience. Many other countries in the Asian

region such as Japan, india. Chura. Thailand and Indonesia u.here ancient cultures

have florirished and er.olved ol'er sevelal miilenr-ria share sintilar erperiences. Such

countries harbor a vast body of traditional u,isdom that underpins sonle aspects ol
local agriculturc, healthcare, food preparation, education. and nature conserr ation.

The broad direction of this line ol re asoning is threefbld. [t seeks to contribute to thc

tascinating and erpanding tield of ethnobotan.v and bio-cultural diversity fbr fuilher

investigation through a study o{'culture and biodiversity in the Sri Lankan context.

It atternpts to identify some of the main fields of traditional knowledgc u'here

ecological infbrmation is still presen,ed in sorle form (e.g. folklore. iblk poetrr'.

iiterature. place names. etc.) or applicd (e.g. traditional r-ncdicine and traditionai

agricultural methods) in particr-riart' iu rr-u:a1 Sri Lanka. lt also erplores the possiblc

polic,v implications and the potential useillness of tire link betu,een culture and

biodiversity for Sri Lankan dccision makers involr'ed in planning for biodiversity
conservation. In this regard. solne reccnt attempts to link biodiversity and some

cultural traits arc briefly examined. This includes the use of biodiversity related

emblems, at national, and provincial levels in Sri Lauka.

As an example. if one looks at the scene of prcsent-day agricultural development. it
is increasingly evident that modern agriculture is in thc throes of a host of
fundamental crise s. The urgent and imperativc need to f-eed an increasing

popuiation, compelled the agricultriral rescarch scientists and polic-v makers to seek

new paths of increasing yielcls lapidll'since the 19.-50s. ultirnatell'rcsulting in a

surge of high yiclding seed r.arieties. This deveiopment u'as named as 'Green

Rcvolution' anci the discovcrers of- neu, varieties then considered as 'seeds of
change', were hailed and reu'ardcd by the socicty and the governments. The

traditional forms of agriculture that er,'olved over centuries began to be treated as

antiqucs and was cncouraged to fade au'ay rapidlv" Howetrer. the modcrn

technologies brought in their u.ake, a host of other environmental as u,eli as social

problems that pror,eci to def-y an-v quick solutions. The1, cerlainly contributed to
increasing yields signifrcantly. but they also demanded higher chcmical and other
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inputs that not only generated unprecedented environmental stresses, but also
serious problems of human health such as leptospirosis and kidney diseases of
uncertain origins, often attributed to modern forms of agriculture. This in fuin gave
rise to movements of organic farming and the popularization of traditional varieties
in recent times. The predicament of the present generation is that, on one hand they
cannot proceed with modern agriculture as it is practiced, no can they turn back to
traditional agriculture. Economics of production, marketing and employment added
more insult to the injured, along with a degradation of a noble profession considered
so supreme in a bygone era. There is now a need to understand some of the
traditional features of agriculture and irrigation that provided long term
sustainability over the centuries.

In passing, the more vexed philosophical issue of including human diversity within
the ambit of the biodiversity debates, will be touched briefly. The diversity of
human beings as designed by nature over long periods of evolution, had been
rapidly diminishing globally due to intermixing and migration facilitated by
improved transportation and economic progress. This had often been considered
progressive from a political social science perspective. Enhanced concems of
protecting biodiversity in recent times, often do not encompass human diversity and
tend to overlook its intrinsic value. The significance of genetic diversity is almost
always confined to flora and fauna and not so much for human beings. However,
genetic factor is occasionally surfacing in explaining even certain disease pattems
as in the case of chronic kidney disease, where 'familial clustering' is attributed to
as factor in explaining its patterns of incidence. ln academic terms, an emerging
issue is whether human diversity could be brought under the broad umbrella of
biodiversity?

The policies, and programmes for protection of aadivaasi communities present an
interesting field of some attempts at preserving human diversity internationally.
From an economic perspective, this area may fall under the broad field of managing
the social capital. However, it may be contendedthat, such an approach discounts
the intrinsic value of preserving human diversity. It tacitly accepts the doctrine of
their eventual extinction through a gradual process of assimilation to the
mainstream of society. Compared with the commonly adopted biodiversity
conservation modalities include the declaration of strict nature reserves, or
forbidden forests where human activities are totally discouraged. However, dealing
with human societies may have to be necessarily more complex since the discretion
of people to choose their own life styles must be respected at all times.
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